Amazing Grace
It was only a matter of time before a clever publisher realized
that there is an audience for whom Exile on Main Street or
Electric Ladyland are as significant and worthy of study as
The Catcher in the Rye or Middlemarch … . The series … is
freewheeling and eclectic, ranging from minute rock-geek
analysis to idiosyncratic personal celebration—The New York
Times Book Review
Ideal for the rock geek who thinks liner notes just aren’t
enough—Rolling Stone
One of the coolest publishing imprints on the planet—Bookslut
These are for the insane collectors out there who appreciate
fantastic design, well-executed thinking, and things that make
your house look cool. Each volume in this series takes a seminal
album and breaks it down in startling minutiae. We love these.
We are huge nerds—Vice
A brilliant series … each one a work of real love—NME (UK)
Passionate, obsessive, and smart—Nylon
Religious tracts for the rock ’n’ roll faithful—Boldtype
[A] consistently excellent series—Uncut (UK)

We … aren’t naive enough to think that we’re your only source
for reading about music (but if we had our way … watch out).
For those of you who really like to know everything there is to
know about an album, you’d do well to check out Continuum’s
“33 1/3” series of books—Pitchfork
For reviews of individual titles in the series, please visit our
website at www.continuumbooks.com and 33third.blogspot.com
For a complete list of books in this series, see the back of this
book
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Chapter One

A

retha Franklin could have proclaimed whatever
she wanted when she walked up the aisle of the
New Temple Missionary Baptist Church in Watts,
Los Angeles, on January 13, 1972. Her performance
would be the first of two nights there and her introduction, the audience’s cheers, and an arsenal of
microphones and cameras, gave her the foundation
and anticipation to shout in a voice that had become
internationally familiar. Still, at that church, when
Franklin wasn’t singing, she hardly said anything.
Franklin was away from Detroit, where she was
raised, and New York, where she lived, but a longtime
friend, Rev. James Cleveland, led the New Temple
service in front of his choir and her working band.
Another minister, her father, Rev. C. L. Franklin,
was in the house — as were her sisters and a couple
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